A different kind of cancer care
Robin Care helps you navigate your cancer
journey in unexpected ways.

Who we are
Our team includes oncologists, nurses, coaches, patient care advocates,
and benefits experts from leading cancer research institutions and
renowned cancer hospitals, partnered with technologists and innovators
to change the way you deal with cancer care.

What is Robin Care?
Whether you are newly diagnosed or in survivorship, our team of experts is
focused on you, anticipating and reacting to everything you’re facing. Our
team helps cancer patients and their families:
●● Make better clinical choices for improved care
●● Get physical and emotional support so they don’t suffer
●● Coordinate day-to-day life (appointments, insurance, finances, etc.)
because there are never enough hours in the day
●● Manage life after cancer because survivorship requires unique support

Dealing with cancer won’t be simple. But it doesn’t have to be this hard.

How it works
Robin Care’s team of care advocates (aka Robins) are available 24/7 and follow
the latest guidelines from the National Comprehensive Cancer Network and the
American Society of Clinical Oncology. From financial counseling to appointment
prep, Robin Care offers expert guidance and support.
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Comprehensive

Personal

While every cancer journey is different, we
leverage the collective experience of a diverse
team of experts to arm you with the tools you’ll
need before you even know you need them.

Your doctors are using technology and insight
to make your cancer treatment more personal.
We think your support should become more
personal too.
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Accessible

Discreet

Robin Care stacks the deck in your favor with a
team of experts who are focused on you. With
Robin Care, you have 24/7 access - when you
need it, and as much (or as little) as you need.

We keep your information private and secure.
Anything you share with us, stays with us.
We work for you.

RobinCare.com/ebay

GetRobinCare

@GetRobinCare

